Association of Christian Counsellors (ACC)
Vision and Values
Vision

ACC aspire to help sustain and support our members in the work they do for the benefit and care of individuals and communities.

Our values
• Everyone has value for who they are regardless of their background, beliefs and lifestyle
• Everyone needs meaning and purpose
• Everyone has the right to personal respect
• Everyone needs to experience acceptance and love that strengthens their sense of person
• We aspire in everything we do to be ethical, clear and transparent
Mission
• Promote safe, competent, ethical and accountable practice for counselling and pastoral care
• Empower individuals and communities through resourcing and connection
• Encourage exploration of psychological and theological insights into wellbeing and growth
• End the stigma that surrounds mental health in our society
What informs our ethos
• ACC draws its distinctive ethos from the Christian traditions of pastoral care and the conviction that

•

•

•

pastoral care together with professional and independent counselling and psychotherapy is an important service to the public.
Hope and faith underlie the identity and work of our practitioners, who make no assumptions nor place
any expectations or requirements about clients’ beliefs, values or lifestyle. We believe that to know that
we are loved, and to love one's neighbour as oneself is an expression of God's love for humanity demonstrated in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus. This love is expressed to people of all faiths and
none, with full respect for the diversity of human experience; and for the freedom and autonomy of the
person.
ACC practitioners seek to learn from the vital insights of sound psychological theory and practice and
from the wider psychotherapeutic community. ACC supports Christian counsellors and psychotherapists in reaching and maintaining high standards of professional care for members of the public as evidenced through our accredited register. ACC believe our professional insights can contribute to the
practice of pastoral care in churches and other settings, and we train, equip pastoral carers, church
leaders and organisations.
ACC aspire to be a one-body fellowship to help sustain and support our various members in the work
that they do for individuals and communities.

Supporting Professional Standards
• ACC maintains an Accredited Register of counsellors and psychotherapists through the Professional
•
•

Standards Authority
ACC offers regular continuing professional development and progress to professional accreditation
ACC provides guidance to members and publishes relevant articles in its journal Accord for counsellors,
psychotherapists and pastoral carers to explore professional knowledge, ethics, and to develop their
own practice.

